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Introduction - Summary of Methodology
• The Market Cost of Energy (MCOE) provides a more market-based metric than the Levelized Cost of 

Energy (LCOE). MCOE represents a year-1 $/MWh contracted offtake rate with a creditworthy offtaker on a 15-
year bundled (energy+capacity+RECs) utility-scale busbar PPA with 2% p.a. escalation. 

• LCOE measures the average net percent cost of energy generation for a power plant over its lifetime. 
Comparatively, MCOE utilizes a market-based approach in determining the PPA price required to reach specific 
investor returns.

• CRC analyzed six (6) major U.S. market regions: California (CAISO), the Southwest, Texas (ERCOT), PJM, 
MISO/SPP combined, and the Southeast (solar only).

• The analysis was done after the Biden Administration’s passage of the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) and 
announcement to waive tariffs for 24 months on solar panels.  

• CRC evaluated the 7-year (“Projection Period”) impact of build cost trends and tax credit adders under the IRA 
on the relative offtake cost competitiveness of utility-scale solar and wind projects. 

• External(1) and internal(2) project data on build costs, generation, capital expenditure, and operating 
expenditure were updated in an internal MCOE model. Tax equity and sponsor return requirements increased 
from our H2 2022 analysis. See slide 14 for more information.

Sources: (1) Wood Mackenzie 2022 Base Case - Updated, wind and solar CAPEX; (2) CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects
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Summary - 2023 Year-1 MCOE Price Ranges by Region(1)

Year-1 MCOE(2) price ranges from $21.85/MWh to $85.63/MWh for solar ITC, $16.95/MWh to $80.16/MWh for 
solar PTC, and $12.12/MWh to $72.52/MWh for wind. 

(1) Highlighted states above represent approximations of the ISO/RTO regions included in this analysis. CRC notes that various input data were available at different levels of detail. E.g., merchant 
curves were aligned with ISO/RTO regions, CAPEX data was available at the state-level, and OPEX/NCF data points were taken based on analysis of real projects in each region. CRC aggregated data as 
needed based on industry knowledge. All figures are in $/MWh.

(2) Unless otherwise indicated as high or low, MCOE refers to the mid-MCOE. 

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case updated, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
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Year-1 PPA Price: ITC/PTC vs ITC/PTC With 10% Adder (Southwest)

• Across the country, the 10% adder can reduce overall 
projected year-1 PPA price by 4%-22% depending on sector 
technology, tax credit selected, and geographic region. 

• The tax credit tends to have the biggest impact on the solar 
ITC. This is due to the fixed flip period and the ITC being 
mostly realized in the first year. A greater return in the first 
year allows for greater reduction in year-1 PPA prices.

• 10% adder impacts on the Southwest. The Southwest was 
chosen to illustrate the impact of a 10% adder to year-1 PPA 
prices, and similar impacts can be seen in most other 
markets. 

‒ 10% adder to PTC solar provides for a ~$2.49-$2.75 
reduction in PPA price over the next five years.

‒ 10% adder to ITC solar provides for a ~$5.19-$6.19 
reduction in PPA price over the next five years. Greater 
reduction is seen in 2023 than 2029.

‒ 10% adder to PTC wind provides for a ~$2.44-$2.75 
reduction in PPA price over the next five years.

MCOE Impact of 10% Adder ITC/PTC Tax Credit
Provisions of the IRA allow projects to qualify for tax credit adders to get a 40% ITC. While it may be possible 
to get 50% or 60% ITC with multiple adders, our analysis examines the effect of a single 10% adder on year-1 
PPA price. 

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 Base Case - Updated, wind and solar CAPEX; CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects
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Changes From H2 2022 MCOE
Inflation and higher CAPEX have caused an increase in 2023 year-1 PPA price across most markets. 
Compared to our H2 2022 analysis, 2023 mid MCOE prices increase for ITC solar in every region and increase 
for PTC wind in every region except Texas.

Sources: (1) Wood Mackenzie 2021 base case update, Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar CAPEX, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
*Wind resource in the Southeast is so low that there is effectively no market for onshore wind. Therefore, it has not been assessed in our MCOE analysis.

• CAPEX project build costs are assumed to have gone up an average of 20% compared to our previous forecast. This has an impact on year-1 
PPA prices in 2023 and 2024 especially. The only exception is California where solar costs have dropped by ~6.5%(1). CAPEX is still expected to 
trend downward over the coming decade, but supply chain disruptions create a high risk for keeping CAPEX higher and preventing year-1 PPA 
prices from dropping over time. 

• The passage of the IRA eliminated the stepdown and extended solar and wind tax credits until at least 2032. This has led to lower projected  
year-1 PPA prices from 2025- 2029. The addition of the solar PTC may lead to better project returns and lower solar PPA prices in many 
regions, especially for projects with high-capacity factors and low build costs. 

• Tax equity return requirements have increased from our prior analysis to 7.75% for solar and 8.50% for wind. Along with higher CAPEX, this 
has caused higher projected year-1 PPA prices. 

Solar and Wind 2023 Year-1 PPA Price, H2 2022 Forecast vs. H1 2023 Forecast ($/MWh)

Southwest California PJM MISO/SPP Texas Southeast*

Solar ITC

H2 2022 41.29 43.32 59.48 52.73 39.84 46.10

H1 2023 52.91 49.10 66.28 61.23 49.81 46.57

% Change 28% 13% 11% 16% 25% 1%

# Change 11.62 5.78 6.80 8.49 9.97 0.47

Wind PTC

H2 2022 27.51 42.37 41.78 22.59 22.04

H1 2023 44.79 56.14 49.66 27.03 19.50

% Change 63% 33% 19% 20% -12%

# Change 17.27 13.78 7.88 4.44 -2.54
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Solar PTC Solar ITC

Regional MCOE Comparison (MCOE Midpoints)
Significant reduction in CAPEX is driving the trend of lower year-1 PPA prices over time. 

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
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California

MCOE Results: California

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
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Southwest

MCOE Results: Southwest

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
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PJM

MCOE Results: PJM

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
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MISO / SPP

MCOE Results: MISO / SPP

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
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Texas

MCOE Results: Texas

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
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Southeast

MCOE Results: Southeast

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.
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Capital Structure Trends
The extension of tax credits results in TE remaining a larger portion of the capital stack with the remainder 
filled out by sponsor equity and debt.

Sources: Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update, wind and solar, CohnReznick Capital internal data collected from utility solar and wind projects.

*Southwest region used to show relative differences in capital stacks. Capital stacks will change slightly in other regions but general rations of tax equity, back leverage, and sponsor equity will be 
similar.

• Tax equity and back leverage 
debt trends inversely and fill 
out the remainder of the 
capital stack. 

• This will tend to give players 
with larger balance sheets 
and lower cost of capital a 
competitive advantage over 
smaller operators. 

• The extension of the tax 
credits has increased the 
percentage of the capital 
stack that is tax equity, 
lessening this advantage.

• Sponsor net equity 
requirements are expected to 
stay largely the same over the 
next several years.
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Key Market Trends
Trend Discussion

Inflation Reduction 
Act (IRA)

• The Inflation Reduction Act is expected to provide a significant boost across the renewable energy industry with noteworthy
extensions of wind and solar tax credits, increases to tax credits such as site-dependent adders, and new tax credits for solar
and energy storage. This has completely changed the expected year-1 prices for PPAs over the next few years and changed
the competitive landscape for project developers.

• There are new opportunities to monetize tax credits through transferability and direct payments. CRC believes that, as the
market develops, the price of transfer credits may depend on the quality of project and sponsor. CRC is seeing initial interest
from several leading banks and has engaged in conversations with several corporate investors. Term sheets are being issued
subject to guidance with closed transactions expected soon thereafter.(1)

CAPEX • Solar CAPEX increased ~10% each year 2023 – 2029 over the last forecast primarily due to increasing cost of labor,
commodities (steel), and major components (modules).(2)

• Wind CAPEX increased ~10% each year 2023 – 2029 over the last forecast. This is due to an increase in raw material price and
commercialization costs of new turbine designs. Turbine OEMs have increased prices by 30%+ over the 2020 lows in all
Western markets leading to an overall expected increase in turbine costs.(2)

Supply Chain 
Disruptions

• Supply chain delays have lessened from peak disruption during the Covid-19 pandemic but are persisting. Shipping delays
are causing increases in prices as developers are paying a premium for available components. For instance, overseas
shipments of solar modules and components continue to cause project delays. For wind, the increased cost of specialized
logistics for larger turbines and blades has also gone up. (1)

Environmental, 
Social, and 
Governance (ESG)

• Across the US, an increasing number of companies are adopting ESG mandates and driving how corporations procure and
finance renewable energy projects. ESG mandates will likely act as a tailwind, resulting in more PPAs being signed, a larger
pool of sponsors financing renewable energy projects, and more companies acquiring renewable energy assets or platforms.
It is likely we will see more corporations commit tax credit capital towards projects in the coming months. (1)

Sources: (1) Per CRC market discussions; (2) Wood Mackenzie 2022 base case update.
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Appendix A: 
Detailed Assumptions & Data
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Detailed Methodology & Key Assumptions 
CRC modeled fully structured project economics for utility scale solar (PTC and ITC separately) and wind 
projects in key U.S. markets. CAPEX, OPEX, capacity factors, and post-contracted pricing were sensitized to 
produce a range of year-1(1) PPA rates from 2023 through 2029, while applying the federal tax credit schedule 
under the IRA.

Area Comment

CAPEX • Wood Mackenzie 2022 Base Case – 2023 update ($/W, by technology and market).(2)

OPEX • Average by technology and market, based on public and internal data; escalated 2.0% p.a. through project useful life

Capacity Factor • Average P50 NCF (by technology and market) based on public and internal data

Sponsor Equity 
Hurdle Rate

• Levered After-Tax (Inefficient) IRR:
• Solar (ITC / PTC): 7.75%
• Wind: 8.50%

Post-Contracted 
Wholesale Pricing

• Wood Mackenzie 2022 Technology Weighted Average Prices.
• Post-contract assumptions impact Hurdle Rate/MCOE, reflecting how CRC observes investors valuing assets in today’s 

market (significant portion of return is derived from post-contracted period).

Financing • Asset-specific tax equity and back leverage structuring with associated sizing parameters for each.

Federal Tax Credit 
Qualification(3)

• Full 30% on ITC and 100% on PTC assumed for projects placed in service between 2023 and 2029.
• Additional scenarios considered with 10% adders (energy community or domestic content)

(1) MCOE reflects value applied in first complete year of project operations, after 12/31 COD in 2023-2029.
(2) For comparability across solar and wind, no additional developer fees or basis markups were included in project costs.
(3) Federal Tax Credit Qualification was based on a 3-year start of construction to reflect safe harbor & physical work test. It is assumed that projects will satisfy the Prevailing Wage requirement under 
the IRA and will comply under future treasury guidance.  
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Detailed Operating Assumptions

Area Solar (ITC / PTC)

Project Type • 200MWdc / 164MWac , Single-Axis Tracker; without storage.

Useful Life • 35 years

Capital Expenditure
• Based on Wood Mackenzie 2022 Base Case – Updated forecast of build cost by state.
• Overnight Capital Cost method (CAPEX assumed to be incurred in year 0 to isolate impact of other variables on MCOE).
• No additional developer fees or basis markups were included in project costs.

Energy Production
• Average AC net capacity factors (“NCF”) based on public operating plant data and internal CRC data.
• Average NCFs held constant across 2023-29 projections.(1)

• 98% annual combined availability & curtailment factor applied to solar and wind.

Energy Production
(Tech-Specific)

• Degradation: 0.46% p.a. weighted average of thin film (0.30%) and CSPV (0.50%) by U.S. market share.

Market Cost of 
Energy (“MCOE”)

• $/MWh required for sponsor equity to achieve a target Levered After-Tax Hurdle Rate.
• Proxy for year-1 price on a 15-year bundled (energy + capacity + (S)REC) busbar PPA with 2% p.a. escalation.
• Plant revenues for ancillary grid services not contemplated (e.g., smart inverter).

Sponsor Equity 
Hurdle Rate

• Levered After-Tax (Inefficient) IRR: 7.75%

Contracted / 
Merchant Periods

• 100% contracted for PPA term; wholesale price forecast applied to 100% of generation thereafter (Year-16).
• Post-contracted assumptions impact Hurdle Rate/MCOE, reflecting observed valuation methodology.
• Post-contracted wholesale pricing based on Wood Mackenzie’s “2022 Technology Weighted Average Prices” using 

technology-specific pricing for Solar.
• Real pricing escalated to nominal assuming 2% long-term inflation; no haircut applied to nominal pricing for mid-MCOE.

Operating Expense
• Average all-in year-1 OPEX ($/W, by technology and market) based on public operating plant data and internal CRC data; 

escalated 2.0% p.a. through project useful life.

Operating Expense 
(Tech-Specific)(2) • Inverter replacement $0.40/Wdc nominal future cash cost (no reserve) spread evenly from Y11-25.

(1) NCFs expected to increase with technology improvements;  however, assumption is held constant through time in our analysis to isolate build cost and tax credit impacts on MCOE.
(2) Potentially necessary major maintenance CapEx to support 30-year wind project useful asset life not contemplated given diversity of site-specific requirements and conditions.
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Detailed Operating Assumptions

Area Wind

Project Type • 200MW with Tier-1 turbine OEM; without storage.

Useful Life • 30 years

Capital Expenditure
• Based on Wood Mackenzie 2022 Base Case – Updated forecast of build cost by state.
• Overnight Capital Cost method (CAPEX assumed to be incurred in year 0 to isolate impact of other variables on MCOE).
• No additional developer fees or basis markups were included in project costs.

Energy Production
• Average AC net capacity factors (“NCF”) based on public operating plant data and internal CRC data.
• Average NCFs held constant across 2023-29 projections.(1)

• 98% annual combined availability & curtailment factor applied to solar and wind.

Energy Production
(Tech-Specific)

• Additional 2% congestion curtailment applied to Texas wind.

Market Cost of 
Energy (“MCOE”)

• $/MWh required for sponsor equity to achieve a target Levered After-Tax Hurdle Rate.
• Proxy for year-1 price on a 15-year bundled (energy + capacity + (S)REC) busbar PPA with 2% p.a. escalation.
• Plant revenues for ancillary grid services not contemplated (e.g., smart inverter).

Sponsor Equity 
Hurdle Rate

• Levered After-Tax (Inefficient) IRR: 8.00%

Contracted / 
Merchant Periods

• 100% contracted for PPA term; wholesale price forecast applied to 100% of generation thereafter (Year-16).
• Post-contracted assumptions impact Hurdle Rate/MCOE, reflecting observed valuation methodology.
• Post-contracted wholesale pricing based on Wood Mackenzie’s “2022 Technology Weighted Average Prices” using 

technology-specific pricing for Wind.
• Real pricing escalated to nominal assuming 2% long-term inflation; no haircut applied to nominal pricing for mid-MCOE.

Operating Expense
• Average all-in year-1 OPEX ($/W, by technology and market) based on public operating plant data and internal CRC data; 

escalated 2.0% p.a. through project useful life.

(1) NCFs expected to increase with technology improvements;  however, assumption is held constant through time in our analysis to isolate build cost and tax credit impacts on MCOE.
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Detailed Structure & Tax Assumptions

Area Comment

Federal Tax Credit 
Qualification

• Federal tax credit qualification based on qualified start of construction 3 years prior to COD. Analysis did not include entire 4-year qualification as it 
is unlikely that 100% of projects will safe harbor equipment or achieve continuous construction and maintain eligibility.

Depreciation & Eligible 
Basis

• Wind / Solar (ITC & PTC): 5Y MACRS
• ITC Eligible Basis: 95% of build cost.
• Tax equity partnership assumed to elect 5Y MACRS instead of Full Expensing due to bonus depreciation; investors may gain comfort with higher 

DROs.

Interest Rates
• Tax equity, debt, and sponsor equity hurdle rates benchmarked to current interest rate environment. 
• Base-case analysis does not incorporate impacts of potential financing margin compression or fluctuations in risk-free rates.

Tax Equity Structure 
(Solar - ITC)

• Flip Yield: 7.00%
• Flip term: 7 years post COD
• DRO: 60% cap with reallocations thereafter, held constant across all COD years(1)

• Cash Allocation (Pre/Post-Flip): 25% / 5%
• Income (Loss) Allocation: 99% in Y1, stepping down to 67% through Y6, stepping down to 5% thereafter and post-flip

Tax Equity Structure 
(Solar - PTC)

• Flip Yield: 7.25%
• Flip term: 10 years post COD
• No PayGo (for consistency with solar ITC financing structure and impact of upfront TE proceeds on MCOE)
• DRO: 60% cap with reallocations thereafter, held constant across all COD years(1)

• Cash Allocation (Pre/Post-Flip): 20% / 5%
• Income (Loss) Allocation (Pre/Post-Flip): 99% / 5%
• Following PTC step-down to 0%, a TE partnership is still assumed to be used, with the tax investor aiming to monetize depreciation benefits.

Tax Equity Structure 
(Wind)

• Flip Yield: 7.25%
• Flip term: 10 years post COD
• No PayGo (for consistency with solar ITC financing structure and impact of upfront TE proceeds on MCOE)
• DRO: 60% cap with reallocations thereafter, held constant across all COD years(1)

• Cash Allocation (Pre/Post-Flip): 20% / 5%
• Income (Loss) Allocation (Pre/Post-Flip): 99% / 5%
• Following PTC step-down to 0%, a TE partnership is still assumed to be used, with the tax investor aiming to monetize depreciation benefits.

Debt

• Back leverage term loan priced assuming 150bps spread on SOFR Swap (100% interest rate hedging); 1.5% upfront fee.
• 20-year amortization (includes  5-year merchant tail).
• Contracted DSCRs: P50 – 1.40x (Wind), 1.30x (Solar ITC and PTC); P99 – 1.00x.
• Uncontracted DSCRs: P50 – 2.00x; P99 – 1.60x.

(1) Represents high end of CRC observed acceptable range in current transactions.
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Appendix B: 
About CohnReznick Capital
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Renewable Energy: 265 Transactions, $41.1Bn in Value 

HIGHLY EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS

PARTNER & SR. 
MANAGING DIRECTOR

NEW YORK

PARTNER & SR. 
MANAGING DIRECTOR

NEW YORK

PARTNER & 
MANAGING DIRECTOR

SAN FRANCISCO

PARTNER & 
MANAGING DIRECTOR

NEW YORK

MANAGING DIRECTOR

BALTIMORE

MANAGING DIRECTOR

NEW YORK

MANAGING DIRECTOR

WESTPORT

EXPERIENCE 16+ years 

80+ renewable 
energy project 
finance and M&A 
transactions

10+ years

125+ renewable 
energy project 
finance, asset sale, 
and M&A 
transactions

15+ years

$4bn+ raised for 
utility-scale and 
distributed 
generation solar 
assets

15+ years

5GW of renewable 
energy projects for 
solar, onshore wind, 
and offshore wind

40 years

150+ transactions 
including M&A, 
private placements, 
and corporate 
recovery

10+ years 

Over $3bn raised 
across 10GW+ of 
renewable energy 
projects

10+ years

20+ renewable 
energy project 
finance and M&A 
transactions

EXPERTISE Platform and project 
level buy-side and 
sell-side M&A

Utility scale wind and 
solar; DG solar and 
combined energy 
solutions; residential  
solar

Corporate capital 
raising, structuring, 
M&A, and financing of 
tax equity and debt 
investments for wind, 
residential, 
commercial, and 
residential solar, 
biomass and CSP

Utility scale solar and 
wind, and distributed 
generation solar M&A 
transactions

Private placements 
and debt

Equity investments 
and structured 
finance for utility 
scale and C&I wind 
and solar projects and 
distributed 
generation

Operating, 
restructuring, and 
bankruptcy advising, 
loan workout

Corporate and asset 
M&A renewable 
energy platforms and 
projects

Tax equity 
structuring, 
placement and 
execution for ITC and 
PTC deals

Buy-side and sell-side 
M&A, Multi-tier 
partnership 
structures

Carbon capture 
initiatives and Section 
45Q industry 

Nick  
Knapp

Conor
McKenna

Gary       
Durden

Jeff 
Manning

Michael 
Tatarsky

Britta von 
Oesen

Renewables Expertise M&A Advisory Capital Raising Special Situations

$6.6B
Debt    

Financing

$11.5B
Tax 

Equity

65
Transactions 

Completed

91.8 GW
Total                              
M&A

74.1GW
Solar

Transactions

29.4GW
Wind

Transactions

Michael 
Yurkerwich
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CRC Competitive Advantage

(1) SparkSpread Inframation League Tables and BloombergNEF League Tables

Highly Experienced 

Industry Professionals

• Led by industry professionals with over 130 years of combined experience.

• Deep industry expertise, including prior experience at Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, GE

Energy Financial Services, Lazard, Lehman Brothers, Deutsche Bank and Raymond James.

• Track record of providing consultant services across the renewable energy sector, including platform capital

raising and M&A, project finance, tax equity, project / portfolio M&A, and restructuring.

Relevant Transaction 

Experience

• Directly relevant track record in successfully closing 10+ development platform transactions, including 6 solar

platform transactions in 2021.

• Recent experience closing platform transactions providing valuable real-time market knowledge.

• Extensive industry expertise allows CRC to evaluate and address the structuring, tax, and market implications of

any transaction in the solar market.

Deep Investor 

Relationships

• Long-term relationships with leading financial and strategic investors, including private equity and debt funds,

infrastructure funds, utilities, IPPs, pension funds, and insurance funds.

• CRC’s strong network and experience serving as a trusted advisor to qualified potential investors allow CRC to

maintain discrete rapport with investors and confidentially assess quality of interest.

Proven Deal Execution

• Proven ability to deliver outcomes beneficial to the client across 265+ transactions and $41Bn+ in transaction

value.

• Disciplined and hands-on approach to transaction execution coupled with extensive experience in structuring

and negotiating complex transactions to achieve optimal results.

• Recognized as a leading renewable energy advisory firm by SparkSpread and BloombergNEF as well as a

respected long-term partner for our clients.(1)
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Disclaimer
CohnReznick Capital (“CohnReznick”) defines this Report as “Institutional Sales Material” and contains communication that is distributed or made available only to institutional
investors. This Report constitutes confidential Information. While the information provided herein is believed to be accurate and reliable, neither CohnReznick, nor any affiliate
makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the
achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should be placed on, any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts contained in this Report. The information contained
herein was prepared expressly for use herein and is based on significant assumptions and elements of subjective judgment and analysis which may or may not be correct and, as
such, such estimates may not be realized. Furthermore, the information contained herein includes materials obtained from third parties and CohnReznick has not independently
verified the accuracy of any such information. Moreover, these materials contain forward looking statements and whether or not any such forward looking statements or
projections, targets, estimates or forecasts are in fact achieved will depend upon future events which are not within the control of CohnReznick. Accordingly, actual results may
vary from the projected results and such variations may be material. Neither CohnReznick, nor any of their affiliates shall have any liability for any errors in or omissions from this
Report or any other written or oral communications transmitted or made available to in connection with this Report.

In furnishing this Report, CohnReznick reserves the right to amend or replace the Report at any time but undertakes no obligation to do so or to provide the recipient with access to
any additional information or correct any inaccuracies or omissions.

Prospective recipients are deemed to be sophisticated parties and should, together with their financial, legal, accounting, tax and other advisors, conduct their own investigation
and analysis and rely on their own judgment in their evaluation.

This Report shall not constitute an offer for a sale of securities or a sale of assets in any state or jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to
registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such state or jurisdiction. No securities will be registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Act"), or
any applicable state or foreign securities laws, nor has the Securities and Exchange Commission or any state or foreign regulatory authority passed upon the accuracy or adequacy
of the information contained in this Report and any representation to the contrary is unlawful. Any securities shall be offered pursuant to exemptions from registration under the
Act, certain state securities laws and certain rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto. Any such securities may not be further transferred in the absence of an effective
registration statement under the Act and any applicable state or foreign securities laws or an applicable exemption therefrom. In addition, operating agreements pertaining to the
securities and/or wind projects may contain contractual restrictions on transfers.

CohnReznick Capital makes no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Report, and nothing
contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the future.

CohnReznick has not independently verified any of the third party information used in this Report and assumes no responsibility for its accuracy or completeness. This material is
not for external distribution.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE

Any tax statement herein regarding any U.S. Federal Tax is not intended or written to be used and cannot be used, by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding any penalties. Any
such statement herein was written to support the marketing or promotion of the transactions(s) or matter(s) to which the statement relates. Each taxpayer should seek advice
based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, each recipient (and each employee, representative, or other agent of such recipient) may disclose to any and all other persons,
without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of the transactions described herein, and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that
are provided to such recipient relating to such tax treatment and tax structure. For this purpose, the tax treatment of a transaction is the purported or claimed U.S. federal income
tax treatment of the transaction and the tax structure of a transaction is any fact that may be relevant to understanding the purported or claimed U.S. federal income tax treatment
of the transaction.
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Disclaimer – cont.
This Analysis is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, legal, tax, regulatory, financial, accounting or investment advice. Prior to entering into any transaction
(a “Transaction”), you should determine, without reliance upon CohnReznick Capital , the economic risks and merits (and independently determine that you are able to assume
these risks) as well as the legal, tax and accounting characterizations and consequences of any such Transaction. In this regard, by accepting this Analysis, you acknowledge that
(a) CohnReznick Capital is not in the business of providing (and you are not relying on CohnReznick Capital for) legal, tax or accounting advice, (b) there may be legal, tax or
accounting risks associated with any Transaction, (c) you should receive (and rely on) separate and qualified legal, tax and accounting advice and (d) if applicable, you should
apprise senior management in your organization as to such legal, tax and accounting advice (and any risks associated with any Transaction) and our disclaimers to these matters.

This Analysis does not purport to be complete on any topic addressed and does not contain risk disclosures that are material to any particular Transaction. The information in the
Analysis is provided to you as of the dates indicated and neither CohnReznick Capital may not update the information after its distribution, even in the event that the information
becomes materially inaccurate. Certain information contained in the Analysis includes calculations or figures which have been prepared by CohnReznick Capital and have not been
audited or verified by a third party. In addition, some information is provided by third party sources and although believes to be reliable, has not been independently verified. Use
of different methods for preparing, calculating or presenting information may lead to different results and such differences may be material.

CohnReznick Capital is engaged in or may be engaged in the future in investment banking, securities trading, brokerage activities and principal investing activities, as well as
providing financial advisory services. The Analysis is not an expressed nor an implied agreement by CohnReznick Capital to act in any capacity with respect to you, and any such
agreement shall only be as set forth in an executed engagement letter, the terms of which are to be agreed upon by you and CRC. This Analysis in no way restricts CohnReznick
Capital from any other engagement, including acting in any capacity in a manner adverse to you.

No fiduciary, advisory or agency relationship between CohnReznick Capital , on the one hand, and you and your affiliates, employees, officers, directors, or stockholders on the
other hand, has been created in respect of the Analysis , and none of your affiliates, employees, officers, directors, or stockholders may rely on the Analysis.



Securities offered through CohnReznick Capital Markets Securities LLC, a Maryland limited liability company. The firm is a member of 
FINRA and SIPC and is registered as a broker dealer with the SEC. All rights reserved.
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